Well-defined hydrophobic polyelectrolytes adsorbed onto oppositely charged solid surfaces at the solid/liquid interface have been investigated. We have used in situ high-energy x-ray reflectivity to study how the thickness h of the adsorbed layer depends on the polymer effective charge fraction f eff and on the chain length N. We have found h ∝ N f −2/3 eff , suggesting a pearl-necklace conformation for the chains in the adsorbed layer.
Introduction
Polyelectrolytes are macromolecules containing ionizable groups which, in a polar solvent like water, dissociate into charges tied to the polymer backbone and counter-ions dispersed in the solution. They are called hydrophobic when water is a poor solvent for the backbone. As amphiphilic water-soluble macromolecules, hydrophobic polyelectrolytes are of great interest for industrial applications; in nature, many biological macromolecules, proteins for instance, have some intrinsic hydrophobicity. However, even if experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] , theories [5] [6] [7] and simulations [8, 9] are now all consistent with a pearl-necklace conformation for the single chain, the physics of hydrophobic polyelectrolytes is still far from being fully understood. Indeed, 6 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed. 7 Deceased.
the role of counter-ions, the long-range electrostatic interactions, the short-range monomermonomer interactions and solvent effects make simulations and theories difficult to achieve. On the experimental side, the combination of poor contrast in scattering experiments and fluctuations of concentration with a wide range of length scales (from a few nanometres for the pearl size up to a micron for the Debye length in pure water) make the interpretation of bulk properties in salt-free solutions rather delicate [10, 11] . Adsorbing chains onto solid surfaces could be an interesting way to freeze the fluctuations of concentration and eventually those of conformation [12] .
In this work we have investigated model hydrophobic polyelectrolyte monolayers adsorbed onto oppositely charged or hydrophobic solid surfaces. Adsorbed layers were characterized in situ, in the aqueous solution at the solid-liquid interface, by the technique of x-ray reflectivity with high-energy photons. In a previous study, we have used in situ ellipsometry to investigate the properties of hydrophobic polyelectrolyte monolayers adsorbed onto oppositely charged solid surfaces. It has allowed us to establish the conditions for which the pearl-necklace conformation of the chains persisted upon adsorption. This required the presence of added salt in order for the Debye length to be comparable to the pearl size. In this case, the thickness of the adsorbed layer is proportional to the pearl size [13] . For the present study, the adsorbed layer was prepared with the same operating conditions (oppositely charged solid surface and presence of added salts) and we have measured the thickness and roughness of the adsorbed layer as a function of the chemical charge fraction and the length of the chains. In order to investigate the effect of the solvent quality, we have made a parallel study of the adsorption of a model hydrophilic polyelectrolyte. Finally, since hydrophobic polyelectrolytes are amphiphilic molecules [14] , we present preliminary results for the adsorption onto neutral hydrophobic solid surfaces.
Experimental section
As a model hydrophobic polyelectrolyte we have used poly(styrene-co-styrenesulfonate, caesium salt) (PSS). This random copolymer is soluble in water when it contains more than 30% of styrenesulfonate monomers on average. A series of well-defined monodisperse PSSs of various chain lengths N and chemical charge fractions f , i.e., molar percentage of styrenesulfonate per chain, was synthesized and characterized according to a procedure described elsewhere [15] . Previous osmotic pressure and freezing point depression measurements have shown a strong reduction of the effective charge fraction f eff as a function of f . We have found that f eff obeys the following empirical renormalization law ( f 18%) [1, 16] :
where f * is the chemical charge fraction (18%) at which f eff equals 0, a is the monomer size (0.25 nm) and l B is the Bjerrum length (0.71 nm in pure water at 25
• C). The characteristics of PSS samples used in this study are summarized in table 1.
As a model hydrophilic polyelectrolyte we have used poly(acrylamide-coacrylamidomethylpropanesulfonate, caesium salt) (AMAMPS) because its polyacrylamide backbone is water soluble. Here the chemical charge fraction f is the molar percentage of acrylamidomethylpropanesulfonate monomer per chain and it was measured by 1 H NMR (Bruker Avance300 spectrometer) in deuterium oxide (Aldrich). AMAMPSs with f ranging from 34% to 100% have been synthesized by radical copolymerization of acrylamide (Aldrich) and sodium 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonate [17] . Table 1 . PSS samples of various chain lengths N , chemical charge fractions f (%) and effective charge fractions f eff (%). f eff is estimated from f using equation (1) . Two types of solid surfaces were prepared: (a) positively charged surface (PCS) and (b) neutral hydrophobic surface (HS). For this purpose, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) were grafted on the native silica layers covering silicon wafers (Siltronix, Archamps, France; diameter: 25.4 mm, thickness: 2 mm) with the same procedure as described in [13] . The silica layer thickness h SiO 2 was measured by ellipsometry in air after activation and before silanation. The SAM thickness h SAM was measured by ellipsometry in air while its roughness σ SAM and density ρ SAM were measured by x-ray reflectivity in air at our laboratory. The topography was checked by atomic force microscopy. All these measurements are consistent with a dense self-assembled monolayer (h SAM = 1.1 nm for PCS and 0.4 nm for HS,
Polyelectrolyte layers were prepared by spontaneous adsorption from aqueous solution of polymer at 0.01 mol l −1 and CsCl at 0.1 mol l −1 . Under these conditions it has been shown that the pearl-necklace conformation persists in the adsorbed state [13, 18] .
X-ray reflectivity experiments were performed on BM32 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble (France) at a photon energy of 27 keV (λ ≈ 0.046 nm) corresponding to a critical angle θ c ≈ 0.048
• (q c ≈ 0.23 nm −1 ). A point, low-background scintillation detector was used. The high-precision beamline goniometer was used in the range 0
• (0 q 3.6 nm −1 ). Working at such small angles requires perfectly planar surfaces. Hence, before each in situ reflectivity experiment, the planarity of the solid surface was checked by measuring the width of the reflected beam. The incident beam was limited by slits to a size of l = 1 mm (horizontal width) by h = 20 µm (vertical height). The corresponding footprint at θ c had a longitudinal length L ≈ 23.9 mm, which is slightly smaller than the wafer size (25.4 mm). We used a custom-made liquid cell with a diameter of 26 mm, shown in figure 1. It is made of Kelev, a hydrophobic polymer material that prevents chemical and ionic contamination, with Kapton (non-absorbing material with negligible scattering) windows. The 2 mm thick solid surface was maintained by depression and the cell was flushed with the surface kept immersed. Under these conditions, the absorption coefficient was approximately α ≈ 0.3. The background for the reflectivity curve was measured at an angle of 2θ + 0.1
• and subtracted afterwards. It was checked that during the typical exposure time of about 15 min, no beam damage of the surface occurred.
Results and discussion
A typical in situ reflectivity R scan for a model hydrophobic polyelectrolyte layer (PSS, N = 2520, f = 37%) immersed in water is presented in the inset of figure 2, where log(R) is plotted as a function of the vertical momentum transfer q. The critical edge at q c = 0.23 nm steeply as a function of q. In the case of a sharp interface, the reflectivity (called also the Fresnel reflectivity R F ) will vary with q −4 at high values of q. Therefore q 4 R F (q) will be a constant. The presence of a diffuse interface will cause the scattering intensity to fall more rapidly than q −4 and the structure of the real interface can be extracted from a q 4 R(q) versus In this representation, the presence of the PSS layer is clearly evidenced, the q 4 R curve being first below, crossing at q ≈ 1 nm −1 and staying finally above that of the bare surface. To make the contribution of the PSS layer even more apparent, the difference between the scattering intensity after the adsorption (in the presence of the PSS layer) and before adsorption can be calculated. In particular the difference q 4 R can be defined as follows:
where R after adsorption is the reflectivity after the adsorption and R before adsorption is the reflectivity, on the same sample, before the adsorption. The quantity q 4 R was determined from the experimental data and is plotted in figure 3 as a function of q for a series of PSS of a chain length N = 930 and various chemical charge fractions f . It shows a strong dependence of q 4 R, i.e., of the layer characteristics, on f . The same experiment was performed with the model hydrophilic polyelectrolyte called AMAMPS. Here the q 4 R curves as a function of q for AMAMPS of various chemical charge fractions in the same range as those for PSS were superposable, indicating that the properties of the adsorbed AMAMPS layer are independent of f . These experiments show a clear difference in the adsorption behaviour of the hydrophilic polyelectrolytes and the hydrophobic ones. At this point, one should recall that the bulk solution properties of the same polymers are also markedly different. For AMAMPS, it has been shown that the structure of the solution is independent of f in the range where the effective charge fraction is renormalized by Manning condensation to a constant value of 36% [19] . In contrast, for PSS solutions, the structural characteristics all depend on f and corroborate the pearl-necklace conformation of the single chain [10, 11] . At the same time the effective charge has been found to be a strong function of f (see equation (1)). It is tempting to assume that the chain conformation at the surface is related to that in the bulk and that the evolution of the adsorbed PSS layer properties on f observed in figure 3 are related to conformational effects, i.e., the presence of pearls in the specific case of hydrophobic polyelectrolytes. Our system has been modelled as a stratified medium composed of two layers, SiO 2 and a polymer layer on a silicon substrate. The quality Table 2 . Properties of the PSS layers on oppositely charged surfaces extracted from the fits. N is the chain length, f (%) is chemical charge fractions, f eff (%) is the effective charge fractions, h PSS (nm) is the thickness, ρ PSS (e − Å −3 ) is the electron density and σ PSS (nm) is the roughness. of the fit of the experimental data is illustrated by the solid lines in figure 2 . For all the data three fitting parameters were used: the PSS layer thickness h PSS , its roughness σ PSS and its electron density ρ PSS . For each substrate, all other parameters have been fixed (ρ Si = 0.70 e − Å −3 , σ Si = 0.5 nm, ρ SiO 2 = 0.67 e − Å −3 , ρ H 2 O = 0.33 e − Å −3 ) or measured independently by ellipsometry (h SiO 2 ) and in situ high-energy reflectivity prior to polyelectrolyte adsorption (h SAM , ρ SAM , σ SAM ). It is important to note that, whereas the thickness and roughness of the SAM inside water was found to be the same as that measured in air (by ellipsometry and x-ray reflectivity), its electron density systematically shifted from 0.29 e − Å −3 in air to 0.45 e − Å −3 in pure water 8 . Only this later value allowed us to fit the reflectivity profiles of the PSS layers, and it was used throughout. Each system was measured several times and the results from the fits are reported in table 2 for the PSS adsorbed on oppositely charged surfaces, and in table 3 for the PSS adsorbed onto hydrophobic surfaces. In tables 2 and 3, the electron density, the thickness and the roughness extracted from the fits are shown for the various systems measured.
The electron density ρ PSS was found to increase as a function of f from 0.36 to 0.40 e − Å −3 . This is to be expected since most of the contrast comes from the counter-ions in the layer. Indeed, according to the f eff values (listed in table 1), the amount of condensed counter-ions per chain varies within a factor of 2 in the f range explored. Assuming that the adsorbed amount remains constant as verified by in situ ellipsometry [13] , the electron density should increase accordingly. The roughness of the PSS layer has been measured to be between 1.0 and 1.5 nm, indicating the rough character of the adsorbed layer at a molecular level. This could be in qualitatively good agreement with the presence of pearls within the adsorbed PSS layer. Figure 4 shows the measured thickness h PSS of the PSS layers from tables 2 and 3 as a function of the effective charge fraction f eff . Let us first consider the adsorption of PSS onto oppositely charged surfaces (open symbols). h PSS decreases with f eff and is independent of N. Since ρ PSS and σ PSS appear to be only slightly dependent on f , the strong evolution with f observed in figure 3 is mostly due to variations of h PSS . Within experimental accuracy, the h PSS dependence on f eff is in agreement with the power law:
as represented by the straight line in figure 4 . For all films, the thickness was the same in the adsorbing solution or after flushing with pure water, indicating that all adsorbed chains are strongly attached to the surface and do not desorb. On the other hand, the results of figure 4 and equation (3) are in perfect agreement with previous results from in situ ellipsometry experiments performed on the same system [13] . In contrast to ellipsometry, x-ray reflectivity does not require any assumption on the refractive index and allows one to establish the electron density profile. X-ray reflectivity is thus a reliable and accurate technique to fully characterize a polyelectrolyte monolayer at a solid-liquid interface. As has been shown experimentally [13] , and predicted theoretically [18] , the pearl-necklace conformation persists upon adsorption in these conditions of screened electrostatic attraction to the surface. Furthermore, the electrostatic repulsion between two neighbouring pearls is sufficiently screened to induce a compaction of the pearl-necklace on its pearls. Therefore, the PSS layer could be viewed as a dense carpet of pearls. The thickness h PSS is closely related to the pearl size D p and we could assume that h PSS is proportional to D p . In fact by analogy with the Rayleigh instability of a charged droplet, D p is predicted [6] to scale as:
where λ is the linear charge density along the chain. For a real polyelectrolyte system, we assume that λ is given by the effective charge fraction f eff and we could expect that D p scales as equation (3), as our data indicate. Moreover, our data confirm that the effective charge fraction f eff , rather than f , is controlling the intra-chain electrostatic interactions.
All previous results dealt with the adsorption on positively charged surfaces (PCSs). We have to be concerned with the deformation of pearls upon adsorption since a strong flattening of pearls has also been predicted in the case of unscreened attraction [22] . For this purpose, we have also studied, in a less extended way, the adsorption of PSS onto hydrophobic surfaces (HSs). This corresponds to the filled symbols in figure 4 . In this case the chains have to diffuse toward the HS and the adsorption process is slow. In order to measure the equilibrium thickness in the case of HS, h PSS has been measured after a contact time of 24 h between the surface and the PSS solution. Data of figure 4 are preliminary results and only three points have been obtained. Nevertheless, within experimental accuracy, it seems that the behaviour on the HS is identical to that on the PCS. In other words, the pearl-necklace conformation seems to persist also upon adsorption onto hydrophobic surfaces. We are now pursuing this study and we expect that further experiments will elucidate this interesting point.
Conclusions
In conclusion, a model hydrophobic polyelectrolyte (PSS) of various chain lengths N and effective charge fractions f eff has been adsorbed onto oppositely charged surfaces immersed in water. In situ high-energy x-ray reflectivity indicates that in the presence of an adequate amount of added salts, the thickness and electron density are a strong function of the charge fraction, in marked contrast to the case of a hydrophilic polyelectrolyte (AMAMPS) adsorbed in the same conditions. We have found h PSS ∝ a N 0 f −2/3 eff in agreement with the scaling prediction for the pearl size D p .
